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SUMMARY
Solutions for axially symnetric flow through an impeller with and
tithout inducer vqnes ‘were obtained by relaxaticm methods using an
analysis developed herein. The fluid was considered inviscid and “
incompressible. The impeller selected was of arbitrary design except
that the impeller blades were assumed to havg zero thickness and to
consist of radial elements. Plots of streamlines, lines of constant
ve~ocity, and lines of constant tangential blade force (related to the
pressure clifference between blade surfaces) are presented and Us-
cussed.
.
For impellers with thin, high-solidity blades, the effects of
inducer vane curvature on the streamlines and on the axial and radial
components of
those regions
Although
velocity were found to be sn=l-1and were restricted to
in which the vanes were curved.
13URODUC!I!IOIT
trial-and-errormethods of development may result in
centrift@l -compressors of acceptable efficiency; they ‘&n provide only
design information based on geometric properties and not on fundamental
aerodynamic principles. Without design information based on funda-
mental principles, the experience of yrevious developments cannot
easily be applied to the design of new compresses, with different geo-
metry or operating reqtiements, nor in general can essential features
of a good design be separated from those having little effect on per-
formance. The flow must therefore be experimentally and theoretically
investigated in order that fundamental laws of desi~ may be formulated
which can be conibinedwith designing skill to produce consistently good
compressors.
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For a given set of operating conditions, the flow in a centrifugal .
compressor depends on the coqressibil.ity and viscosity of the fluid “
and on the three-dimensional geometry of the ccqressor. i% order that
the flow may be analyzed without pro~bitive efforty the fluid is
usually assumed to be intiscid, and fcm some investigations the effects
of compressibility are neglected. Also, in most analyses, partitions
in the flow are limited to two dimensions lying either on a pkme con-
taining the axis of the impeller (designatedthe meridional plane) or
on a surface of revolution (designatedthe bkde-t o-blade plane) gen-
erated by rotat~ some characteristic Me h the meridional @ane
(for exzunple,the mean line between the hub and the shroud) about the
axis of the impeller.
Several.methcds of analyzing the flow on the blade-to-blade plane
have been developed (referaces 1 through 3, for exnmple) @ used to
obtain detaQ.ed pictures of tHe flow on this ~Me. b particular, the
method developed in references 1 and 2 has been used to investigate the
effects on the flow of several blade-design and operating parameters
(references 4 and 5).
Methods of analysis for flow on the meridional plane are developed
in references 6 and 7.. A similar method was used in a theoretical
investigationmade at the NACA Lewis laboratory to determine the general
trend of some effects of blade curvatyre on the flow in the meridional
plane of impellers in conventional centrifugal compressors, and the
results are reported herein. The investigation ccrnsistedof two solu-
tions for incompressible, frictionless flow through a typical imp&ller
with straight impeller blades and with straight or curved inducer vanes.
The gen~al trends indicated by the results of these two examples are
believed typical and, for the most part, applicable to other
centrifu@l-type compressors with either compressible or incompressible
fluids.
MEmoD OF ANALYSIS
AssUmQtions. - In this investigation, solutions were obtained for
the flow of an incompressible,nonviscous’fluid through the impeller of
a centrifugal cmpressor irlti-zero whirl upstream of the impel&r. The
flow was assumed to be axially symmetric (infinite nuniberof compressor
blades) with the velocities directed along the blade smfaces. In
reference 8, Ruden shows that the assunption of an infinite nuuiberof
blades gives a reasmable picture of the mean flow between blades with
ftite spacing, prtided that the bkie spac3ng is small enough.
The compressor geometry was chosen arbitrarily except that the
blades were required to have no thickness and to consist of radial
blade elements.
————..
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Coordinate system. - The cylindrical coordinates R, f3, and Z
shown in figure 1 are convenient to use in theoretical studies of the
flow in impellers of centrifugal compressors. These coordinates are
dimensionless, as the linear coordinates R and Z have been divided
by the impeller tip radius r~ (so that R equals 1.0 at the impeller
tip, for exsmple). The coordinate system rotates about the Z-axis
with the angular velocity u of the impeller.
Velocity ccmgxments. - The velocity Q relative to the rotating
coordinate system has caponents C+, ~, and ~ in the R-, f3-,
and ‘Z-directions,respectively (fig. 1). Yhese velocities are tien-
sionless as a result of division by the tip speed of the impeUer mr~.
Ratios of the various velocity components are used to indicate the
tiection of a tsmgent to a streamline by defining the-angles a, ~,
and c (fig. 1), where
(The symbols used herein are
QR
tana=—
. %
‘/”=$
Q&)
tan E=—
%
defined in afiendixA.)
(la)
(lb)
(lC)
Differential equationl - With the effect of blade thiclmess neg-
lected, the axially symmetric flow of a nonviscous, incompressible
fluid through a centrifugal.compressor having radial blade elements but
of otherwise arbitrary geometry is given by equation (B8) (see appen-
dix):
/
where ~ is the stream function definedby
(B7)
..- — —.-.-——.-. . ..c — —-—. ~ — -— -- — --.. . . —.—— —.. - —...—. -
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Numerical procedure. - Equation (B8) 3s solved by rel.axatim
methods (references 9 and 10) to satisfy the specified compressor geo~
metry and operating conditions. The relamtion process was performed
on a aid of equally spaced points tith seven aid spaces from hub to
shroud upstream of the hpeller. The finite-differtice expressions
were based on a second-degreepolynmial and the residuals were reduced
to “givefive-figure accumcy fa the value of ~ at each grid petit.
Boundary conditions along the hub and shroud are satisfied by making ~
equal to a constant along each of these surfaces. Far upstream and
downstream of the impeller, the flow is assumed uniform and the moment $
of momentum is assumed constsmt in all directions. It can be shown by 1%
clifferentiating the ‘expressionfor constant monmit of momentum and sub-
stituting into it the equations (B7) that
so that equation (B8) becmnes
(2) !
(3)
Equation (3) was used to determine the distribution of ~ upstresm and .
downstream of the impeller where the moment of momentum was constant.
.
NUMERICAL lmmsmEs
Description”of impeller. - Axial-symmetry solutions were obtained
for two examples of flow through an impeller with straight blades of
zero thiclmess. Dimensions of the impeller profile in the meridional
plane (Inib-shroudcontour) sre indicated in figure 2.
For example I, the inducer vanes (region B, fig. 2) were assumed
to be located
described by
immediately upstream of the iqefier (region C) and are
tane = ‘$ =.2.917 R ‘ ; ;;~3 (4)
.
For example II, the inducer vanes were removed and the straight,impeller
blades extended IndefMtel.y upstresm parallel to the axis of the com-
pressor. Thus for example II, tan c = O everywhere up to the impeller
tip.
-—
A vaneless diffuser was assumed in both examples. f,
—.——... .. . . .
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‘Conditions of solution. -
ratio of impeller tip speed to
value of ~ equal to 0.3429 upstream of the &elJ.er.
5
Both examples were solved for the ssme
volume flow rate, corresponding to a
Two solutions were”obtained for example I (impeller with inducer
vanes) using different entrance conditions at the inducer inlet. Fcm
the first solution (example IA), a fictitious force field was assumed
to act upstream of the inducer to a~whtil at each radius so that the
LVI s air entered the blades everywhere with zero angle of attack. This con-N dition was satisfied numerically by the assurcptionthat the vanes were
& continued upstream frcm the inducer inlet at a constant angle c for
each radius equal to the angle c at the inducer inlet, where
.
tanE=$&L- 2.917 R’ (5)
until the vanes were corapletel~unloaded.
For the second solution (example Ill),the whfil of the fluid every-
where upstresm of the inducer was assumed zero, so that just upstream
of the blade entrance the tsagential velocity ~ of the air relative
to the rotating impeller was equal to minus the tangential velocity of ,
the impeller, which is equal to R. Therefore, from ,eqution (lc) with
.
. .
the subscript 1
Just inside the
axial.symmetry,
indicating a point just upstream of the b-lade,
a..
tancl=-==.. ~
Qz Qz
_bladed,region“the air is required, by the condition of
to be perfectly quided by the blade so that
where the subscript 2 indicates a point just inside the blade. The
angle of attack wiU then be zero when
or when
.
— — —.–.——.—. —.. ——z— .. —.. — ..-- —. —.. ___ —.-— ---
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which is equal to a constant for ra~al blade elements.
shown later, however, that ~ is not a constant across
I?ACATN 2464
It will be
the passage at
the inlet, and therefore the angle of attack cannot be equal to zero
everywhere.
The ffist solution (IA) has the advantage of a continuous axial.-
symm&try solution but r’equiresthat hypothetical blade forces act
upstream of the inducer. The second solution (IB) has the advantage of
more nearly representing the flow conditions upstream of,the inducer
but has the disadvantage of a sudden chbge in flow direction at the d
inducer imlet. This change is physically incorrect and results in a N
discontinuous@sJ_-symmetry solution.
RESULTS
Streamlines. - Streamlines
examples sre shown in figures 3
by a stream-functionratio such
AND DISCUSSION
for solutions to the two axial-symmetry
and 4. The streamlines =e designated
that the value of the streamline indi-
cates the percentage of flow through the compressor between the stream-
line and the Impeller hub. At-a given radius the stresmliqe spacing is
indicative of the meridional velocity ~, with close spacing indi-
cating high velocities and wide spacing indicating low velocities.
The streamlines for example IA (force field assumed to be acting
upstream of the inlet) are shown in figure 3(a). In figure 3(b), the
streamlines for example 16 (zero whirJ_upstream of the inlet) me ccm-
pared with.the streamklnes obtatied for example IA. Examination of the
two solutions shows h-t for the stresm-function distribution, the
mathematical treahnent of inlet condition is not of great ~ortmce;
either method gives ap~roximately the same streamline picture.
In figure 4, the streamlines for example IA are compsmed with the
streamlinesfor example II (the hpeller with inducer vanes removed and
straight hpeller blades extended indefinitely upstream). The stream-
function distribution is very nearly the same everywhere, indicating
that, at least for thin blades and incompressible flow, blade curvature
about the ads of the compressor (associatedwith the angle c ) has
only a smaIl effect on the stream-functiondistribution for axial-
syutmetrysolutions.
It is interesting to note that for example ~, in which ~tan ~
equals zero everywhere, the differential equation for the distribution
of ~ is given by equation (3), which is identical to the differential
equation for the distribution of ~ in axially symmetric flow with no
impeller blades (ref~ence n). fius for incompressible flow, the
stream-functiondistribution in the meridiona+ plane is the same, with
or without thin straight blades, and approximately the same if the
blades are curved about the axis of the compresscm.
.
.
.
.
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Mnes of constant relative velocity. -- In figure 5(a), lines of
constant relative velocity Q are plotted for example IA (impeKLer
with inducer vanes located immediately upstream of the straight impdler
blades and a force field assumedto be acting upstream of the inlet).
In section A ahead of the dducer vanes, the velocity accelerates along
the shroud and decelerates along the hub because of subsequent curva-
ture in the hub-shroud contour, as when approaching any duct elbow. In
the inducer (section B), the relative velocity decreases along all
streamlines as a result of the turning in the inducer vanes, which
increases the relative flow area between blades. In the impeller (see- .
tiqnA), the velocity accelerates along the hub but remains almost con-
stant along the shroud. This behavior is the result of two’effects:
(1) a 50-percent decrease in the annulus.cross-sectionalarea of the
hpeller, which tends to accelerate the flow along the hub and shroud;
and (2) a rather sharp elbow profile (fig. 2), which tends to accelerate
the flow along the hub and to decelerate the flow along the shroud fol-
lowing the points of maxhmm curvature along the hub and shroud,
respectively. These two effects add along the hub, causing the flow to
accelerate, but subtract along the shroud, causing the velocity to .
remain almost constant. The relative velocity rapidly becomes uniform
across the ~ssage in the vaneless tiffuser and increases indefinitely
as the absoltie velocity approaches zero with increasing radius, as
requtied by consta.htmcment of momentum.
In figure 5(b), line~ of constant velocity for example IB (whirl
upstream of inducer equal to zero) are ccmpared with those of emmple IA
(force field assumed to be acting upstream of inlet). The discontinuity
in the velocities for example IB is caused by the sudden change~ti
tangential velocity of the air as it meets the blade at an angle of
attack. This angle of attack is discussed in the section ‘tAngleof
attack.1’
In general, the velocity plots for exsmples IA and IB are similar
and, as for the stream-functiondistribution, the mathematical treat-
ment of inlet conditions has little effect (in the impeller) for small
angles of attack.
In figure 6, lines of constant Q are plotted for example II
(impellerwith.inducer vanes remved and straight impeller blades
etiended indefinitely upstream). For this example, the value of Q far
upstream of the i@ell.er elbow is equal to 0.3429, which is the speci-
fied value of Qz given previously. A comparison of figures 5 and 6
shows that, although the velocities are quite different in those regions
where the blade geometry is different (sections A and B, fig. 2), the
velocities are very much the same in regions where the blade geometry is
the same (section C, fig. 2). Therefore, for incompressible, axially
symmetric flow in impellers with thin blades, the effect of vane curva-
ture on velocity
curvature occurs
blade surface.
distribution is limited to those regions in which the
ll?the flow is assumed everywhere tangent to the mean
—.. -. — -———- —— -——— -— - —.—. — — .—. .——. —
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If the velocities of example II (tan E equal z~o) are modified by
adding a tangential cmponent of velocity ~ equal to Qz tah c
(where the tan c distribution is the same as in example I), the result-
ant velocities are a good approximation for the velocities of example I.
The velocities obtalnedby m&lify@ the solution for example II are
compared with the velocities obtained from the solution for example IA
in figure 7. Frumthe results shown in this figure, the velocity ~
in the meridional plane, the resul.tsatof QR and ~,= is concluded ,
to be esserdxklly independent of the blade shape and determinedpri-
‘msrily by the hub-shroud contour. These results are in agreement with
and couldbe expected frcm the fact that the stream-function distribu-
tion was approximately the same for both solutions. If the effects of
compressib~ and bl.ade-thiclmessvariation are not too geat, hub-
shroud contours can therefore be designed for @distributionsof ~ and ,
QZ tbt are Wependent of the blade s~pe developed.later for the
impelleri
Lines of constant tangential blade force. - In appendix C, rational
solutions for axially synmetric flow through @elJ_ers of centrifugal
compressors are shown to require a distributedblade force, the tan-
gential component of which is-related to the pressure,dtfferencebetween
the surfaces of blades with finite spacing. This tang~ntial component
multipliedby a coefficient g/&rT to correct for the rotational speed “
of the impeller is given in appendix C by
“
where
L distance measured along a streamline
meridional plane) divided by r~
(no+ necessarily confined to
F distributedblade force per unit weight of fluid ,
The first term on the right side of equation (C3) represents the blade
force due to radial displacement of the flow (Coriolis force), and the
last term represents the blade force due to the tangential acceleration
of the fluid’caused
force for the three
by the blade turning. Plots of the tangential blade
exsmples appear in’figures 8 and 9.
In figure 8(a) appear ties of constant
()
&_ Fe for example IA
m’r~ .
(impell.erwith inducer vanes located immediately upstream of strai,ght
impeller blades).
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For this example, a fictitious force field was assumed to act
upstream of the Net to add wlxirl(mcment of momentum) to the flow so
that the fluid entered the blades with zero angle of atti,ck. It ~
be shown in the section “Angle of attack” that the air tends to approach
the inducer vanes with an &le of attack that is positive near the hub
but negative at the shroud. Thus the $orce field must be positive at
the hub and negative at the shroud (positive force acts in the direction
of rotation) as shown in figure 8(a).
In the inducer (section B), the distribution of tangential blade
force Fe results from both the blade turning -d radial displacement
terms in equation (C3). In the impeller (section C) where tanc
equals zero so that the blade turning term in equation (C3) is zero, the
distribution of Fe results from the radial displacement term in equa-
tion (C3).
The discontinuities h Fe at the entrance to the inducer yanes,
at the ltie where the curved inducer vanes meet the straight blades of
the impeller, and at the impe~er tip result frcrmthe fact that the flow
is everywhere tiected tangent to the blade surface. (These discon-
tinuities will be discussed.)
.
For example IB, the mcmeqt of momentum remaiqs zero up to the
impeller inlet so that no forces exist in the flow, as shown by fig-
ure 8(b). Comparison of figures 8(a) and 8(b) shows tkt except near
the inlet the tangential blade forces are the ssme for example IA
and IB, and, as for the streamlines and velocity distribution, the
mathematical treatment of”the inlet conditions has little effect on the
solution protided that the angles of attack are not large.
()Lines of const~t ~Fe are plotted in figure 9 for example II
(impellerwith inducer r~o%d and straight impeller blades extended
indefinitelyupstream). Because tanc equals zero everywhere, the
blade forces result only from the radial displacanent term of equa-
tion (C3). Comparison of figures 8 and 9 indicates that the distribu-
tion of Fe i.sessential~ the ssme in the impeller (section C) for
impellers with or without inducer vanes. For incompressible, ax@lJy
symmetric flow in impellers with thin blades, the effect of vane curva-
ture is therefore limited to those regions in which the curvature occurs
if the flow is assumed everywhere tangent to the mean blade surface.
.
.
——..
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The discontinuities in the distribution of Fe in figures 8 and 9
can be shown by equation (C3) to result from discontinuity in d26/dL2
.
along the blade surface. From
del
az’.E
and d2~/dL2 is therefore, in
d(cos a)/dL, or d(cos ~)/dL
figure 1,
tanccosacosf3
.
genmal, discontinuous if d(ta c)/dL, ,
is discontinuous.
d
For the solutions obtained herein, the axially symmetric flow in 2
the @elJ_er is assumed to be directed tangent to the blade surface
)
described by equations 4) and (5). IRromthese equations, d(tan e)/dZ
and therefore d(tan c) dL are discontinuous at the @let, and along a
line that seprates the straight impeller vanes from the curved inducer
vanes. b the diffuser, the flow is assumed to be tangent to the
straight impeller blades at the tip, but curved in such a manner as to
maintain a constant moment of mmentum. Thus as the tiy of the impeller
is approached along a streamline frmn inside the Wpeller, d(COS U)/~
is equal to zero, but when the tip is approached from some position
outside the impeller, d(cos m)/dR approaches sane finite value. Thus
d(cos a)/dR and therefore, in general, d(cos a)/dL are discontinuous
ht the tip.
For axially symmetric flow that is everywhere tangent to the mean
blade surface in example 1, the tangential component of distributed
blade forcb is therefore ‘iliscontinuousat the inlet, at a line sep~at.
ing the curved inducer vanes from the straight.blades of the tipeller,
and at the impeller tip, as shown in figure 8.
Axially Symm etric flow not directed tangent to a mean blade sur-
face. - A more realistic picture of the mean flow through blades having
=te spacing might be obtained if the axially symmetric flow were
assumed to lie on a surface that deviates from the me= blade surface
in a manner similar to the &viation of the mean streamline on a sur-
face of revolution. Such a surface would have no discontinuities in
d20/dL2; therefore the blade force would be centinuous.
As was concluded in the discussion of the velocities, the blade
curvature affects the flow only in those regicms”where the curvature
occurs when the flow is everywhere directed tangent to the blade sur-
face. If, however, the flow is assumed to be on a suxface that deviates
from the mean blade surface, the deviation may persist beyond the region
of the blade curvature.and cause &riation in the axially symmetric flow.
Thus an investigation of the effect of blade curvature on the flow in the , “
meridional plsme is not complete without same investigation of the mean
flow on blade-to-blade planes as given by the mean streamline of this
flow.
.
—
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The deviation of the
blade @_ane from the qan
IL
mean streamline of the flow on a blade-to-’
blade surface depends on: .
(1) The
‘(2) The
(3) The
blade spacing
angle thiough which the fluid is turned
rate of turning-
The flow between inducer vanes in which the velocities have no radial
component is shown in figure 10. The three examples give a range df
turning angle ~ from~OO to 90° at an infinite rate of turning’. The
solution.for zero turning is obvious. The solution for 45° turning was
obtained by r-tion methds, and the solution for 90° turning was
obtained frcm the imaginary part of the complex expression
w= lnsin(z+ilw)
For 45° turn3ng, appreciable deviation (as i@icatedby shaded area)
extends only about one-haM channel width downstream md at 90°, one
channel wZdth downstream. Thus, for a given rate of turning, it appears
that the mean streamline deviates from the mean blade line a distance
downstream from the region of turning which is tiectly proportional to
the samunt of turmhgt. In figure 2, the da8hed line DE shows the
distance downstream the mean flow surface would deviate from the mean
blade surface under this assumption if all the turning (irdlnite rate of
turning) occurred along the line FG that divides*he inducer section B
from the impeller section C. This distance is not great, and in the
actual case with finite rates of turning for the curvature in the
inducer section, the deviation should not extend so far downstream.
It is therefore concluded that for incompressible,nonviscous flow
through impe~ers with t,ti high-solidity blades, the effect of blade
curvature, including the effect of deviation of the mean flow from the
mean blade surface, does not extend far beyond the region of the blade
curvature.
Effects of compressi%ility. - As fluid passes through a centrifugal
impeller, there is an increase in density, which requires a decrease in
velocity. Along the shroud, for example, where the velocity was almost
constant for an incompressible fluid (see fig. 3), the velocity in a
compressible fluid wuuld be expected to decelerate with attending
increases in boundary layer and loss-esin efficiency. Thus compressors
using compressible fluids are usually less efficient than pumps using ,
incompressible fluids.
Because for’compressible solutions disturbances are propagated tith
a finite speed of sound comphred with am infinite speed for incompres-
sible solutions, conditions upstremi of a ‘givenpoint would be expected
-.
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to have, at most, no more effect on flow camiitions at the point for a
compressible fluid than for an incompressible one. The general tenden-
cies indicated by the results of the examples in this report are there-
fore believed to be applicable to impellers with compressible flow.
Effects of blade taper. - Blade taper at the inlet would shift the
streamlines frcunthe hub toward the shroud for some distance upstream
of the “inducerinlet. This shift results in an increase in velocity
along the shroud and a decrease along the hub, which is an effect sW-
lar to that of curvature in the hub-shroud contour (see section entitled d
“Lties of constant relative velocity”). “ ti
Angle of attack. - The discontinuity in the%elocity at the entrance
to the inducer vanes for example IB (sh~ by dashed lines h fig. 5(b))
is caused by a pudden change in the tangential velocity of the ah as it
meets the blade at a finite angle of attack. As indkated in the sec-
tion “ConCUtions of solution,” this angle of attack is due to the
increased velocity on the shroud (fig. 11), which causes the air to
enter the blade at an @e less.than the blade inlet angle (negative
angle of attack), and the decreased velocity on the hub (flg. Xl.),
which causes the air to enter the blade at an angle fgeater than the
blade inlet,amgle (positive @e of attack), with the blade entrance
angle assumed designed for zero angle of attack with uniform entrance
conditions. The variations h axial velocity across the passage,
shown in figme 33.,were caus-edby the curvature in the hub-shroud con-
.
tour inside the impeller region. Blade taper may have a similar effect,
as was shown in the previous section. In addition, the passage leading
into the impeller may have an important effect upon the axial-velocity
.
profile at the inlet. The geometric factors causing variation in axial
. velocity across the passage must always result in a variation of the
angle of attack across the passage for blades with radial elements and
a straight radial leading edge.
SUMMARYOF RESULTS AND CCXVXUSIONS
For incompressible,frictionless flow which is axially symmetric,
\he following results and conclusions are,indicated by the examples of
this reiort:
1. E the mean flow surface is assumed to coincide .tiththe mean
blade surface, the effect of the blade cwvature is not extended far
beyond the region of the curvature.
2. The effect of blade curvature on the flow beyond the region of
the curvature is determined by the deviation of the mean flow surface
from the mean blade surface. For high-solidity blades, such as exi:t
in centrifugal impellers, this deviation is small and is limited to the
immediate vicinity of the region in w~ch the blades are curved.
—— —.— .—.-
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3. The stream-functiondistribution and the component of velocity
l@ng in the meridionQ plane (resultant of the radial and axial com-
ponents of velocity) were determined primarily by the hub-shroud
contour, for they are similar with and without blades or for blades
with radically different curvatures. Therefore, if the effects of
compressibilityand blade-thic@ess variation are not too great,
hub-shroud contours can be designed for distributions of axial and
radial velocities that are independent of the blade shape developed
later for the impeller.
4. Large discontinuities in the comptied blade forces cu be
avoided if the flow is assumed to be on a mean flow surface contajin@g
the mean streamlines of blade-to-blade solutions.
5. For blades havhg radial elements anda straight radial.leading
edge, the angle of attack at the inducer inlet varies from hub to shroud
because of the variation in axial velocity across the passage.
6. Variations in axial velocity at the inlet resulted from curva-
tme in the hub-shroud .contourof the impeller. The blade,taper and
the hub-shroud contour of the passage ~stream of the inlet may also “ ,.
result in similar variations.
Lewis Flight Propulsion Laboratory,
National Advisory Conmittee for Aeronautics,
Clevelmd, Ohio, Jme 7, 1951.
..- --—- -
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P
P
Q
~
R,Z,9
r,Z, e
a
B
SYMBOLS
The folIlowingsy&o~ sre used in this report:
distributedblade force per unit weight of fluid
accel~ation due to gravity ,
distsnce measured along streamline (not necessarily in
meridional plane) divided by impeller tip radius r~
pressure ratio, P/P.
static (stream)pre-ssure
dimensionless velocity relative to impefier (expressed as ~
ratio of ~T)
1
velocity relative to impeller
dimensionless cylindrical coordinates relative to hpeller .
(R and Z expressed as ratios of r~; Elpositiv’ecounter.
clockwise when viewed in minus Z-direction)
.
cylindrical coordinates relative to impeller
angle whose tangent is ~/~
Qe
angle whose tangent is
m
turning angle in inducer
angle whose tangent 3-s Qe/~
static (stream)weight density
Slibscripts:
stream function, defined by equation (B?) .
angul~ velocity of impell~
.
M component lying in meridional plane
———
—
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o stagnation condition upstream of i&ell~
R,z,e components in R-, Z-, 6- or r-, z-, f3-direction,respectively
or r,z,e (positive in direction of increasing R, Z, 6)
T’ @eller tip
.
.—_.-—__— —— .— _ . —. - ——. — ——..—.—- ..- ...———
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,
METHOD OF ANAIXSIS FOR INC@5?RlKElBIXFLOW WITH AX3ML
SYMMETRY IN COMPRESSORS AND TUKBINES K5’H
,
RADIAL BLADE EIEM31WS
The radial component of Lorenz’s equation of motion for steady,
is given by (ref&rence 12)
..
aqr (%+m)z;gb
+~z&-’- r ps=o
if the blade elements are radial (FR = O). In terms of the relative
velocity and coordinate ratios defi&d in appendix A, this equation
becomes
.
~*+%~ ‘Qe+R)2 gpo ~R + “ 2~=0 (Bl)
p(~T)
In terms of the sane relative velocities and coordinate ratios,
.
BernoulM’s equation for steady, incompressible flow relative to a
coordinate system rotating with-
(reference 13):
QR2+QZ2+Q:—-
-2- -2- 2
the angular velocity m becomes “
f+ “o
2 P A constant (B2)
P(q)2
Diffaentiating equation (B2) with respect to R and cambining with
equation (Bl) to eliminate the terms involving P give
From equation (lc),
so that
(B3)
.
.
-—— ——
3h)
N
,$
.
.
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c
For radial blade elements,
. .
t
so that
or
C@ining equations (lc), (B3), (B4), and (B5) gives
17
(B4)
(B5)
‘&z aQ.R ‘ tiz
(l+tan%=- T+2t Xul%K+ ‘tanc=o (B6)
For axially s~etiic flow of an incompressible fluid through a
compressor or turbine having blades of zero thickness, a stream function
satisfies the continuity equation if defined as
M
m =RQz 1 (B7)
a~
az= -R%
Equations (B7) and (B6) are combined to give
> .
J
(B8)
Equation (B8) is solved by relaxation methods to obtain the solu-
tions presented in figures 3 through 9.
——— ------ —. -— —-
. .——. — —— —. ——- -—-.—- —.
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APPENDIX c
DISTRE3UTlIDBLADE FORCE
In the absence,~f body forces resulting from some &bitrary force
field, the moment of momentum of fluid particles in axially syrmnetiic
flow must remain consttit because the pressure is independent of 0.
Conversely, if the moment of momentum is not a constant in axially
symmetric flow, a body force F must be assumed to exist, the tangen-
tial component of which is proportional to the rate of change in the
moment of momentum. In impellers with a finite number of blades, the
change in moment df momentum results from pressure differences on the
two surfaces of each bla~. The blade forcds resulting from these
pressure tiferences approach zero as the number of blades approaches
infinity, but the weight of fluid contained between the blades also
approaches z~o, and the ratio of blade force to weight of fluid
approaches a value which is the body force”or “distributedblade force”
of axially synmetric flow.
The tangential component of Lorenz’s equation of motion for steady,
axially symmetric flow is given by (reference 12)
a%
Oe=%=+
In terms of the relative velocity
appendix A, this equation becomes
and coordinate ratios defined in
QQ
But from figure 1,
‘e de
—=
R Qaz
Qz=Q~.
so that equation (Cl) becomes
(cl)
“
. —. ..— —
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N
N
!+
P
.
,
,,
But
\
so that equation (C2) becomes
(C2)
(C3)
The first term of equation (C3) represents the body force due to
radial displacement of the flaw (Coriolis,force) and the last term
represents the force due to tangential acceleration of the fluid
resulting from a guiding action by the blades.
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Figure 1. - Cylindrical coordl.nates (or velocity components) relative to rotating
Impeller. All quantities dimen6ionlesso Linear ooordhates measured in units
of Impeller tip radius; velocity components measured In units of Impeller tip
speed. &
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Figure 2. - Hub and shroud dimensions’of compresrjor(divided by tip
radius) for axial-symmetryexamples I and II. Zero Impeller blade
thlclmess; vanelesa diffuser.
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Impeller tip.—;
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Stresm-function
ratio
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.A
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A
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~Aet Inducer , Impeller
I
Axis of imueller
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(a) Example IA; Impellerwith inducer vanes (forcefield
assumed acting upstream of inducer inlet).
Figure 3. - StreamlinesIn meridionalplane for axial-symmetry
solutionof example I. StreamlinedesignationIndicates
percentageof flow through compressorbetween streamlineand
impellerhub. Incompressibleflow; ~ equal tO 0.3429 far
upstream of impeller.
,
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Example
IA (forcefield assumedupstream
of inducer inlet
——— —-— 16 (zero whirl assumed ups~resm
of inducer inlet)
.,
-1Impellertlp—Shroud> /
-!
.8
I
.6
:
.4
I
I
.2
, I
—RWAet -
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.
-E .,Y2Z_ Ha of imp~ller
(b) ExampleIB comparedwith exampleIA; Impellerwith
Inducervanes.
Figure 3. - Oonoluded. Streamlines In meridional plane
for axial-symmetry solution of example I. Streamline
desljznation indicates percentage of flow through com-
pressor between streamline and Impeller hub. Incom-
pressible flow; ~ e-qual to 0.3429 far upstream of
impeller.
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Example
[
II without inducer vanes)
-—-— --- IA with Inducer vanes; force
field assumed upstream of
inducer Inlet
.,
Impeller tl
Shroudm
Stream-function
ratio
1.0
i
+
L. --=3//1I.8 I I.6 I I—- -1
.4 1 A
I I
.2 I I
----- — I 1 A
I ‘A
I 1A
I A
I A
A B~C—
Inlet ImpellerI
Axlg of impeller -L_Lw
Figure 4. - Comparison of streamlines In meridional plane for
axial-symmetrY solutions of examples IA and II. Streamline
designation indicates percentage of flow through compressor
between streamlineand impellerhub. Incompressibleflow;
~ ema to 0.3429far upstreamof impeller.
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,, Relative Velo
(a) Ex8mple IA; impeller with ~ducer ‘roes (force ‘leld
aasumed upstreamof InducerInlet).
by, Q .
.
.
.
Figure 5. - Lines of constant relative velocity In meridional
plane for sxlal-symmetv solution of example I. Incompress-
ible flow; ~ equal to 0.3429 farupstremof impeller.
..— — — —-
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.
IA
of
“IB——. — —_
of
-Ie
(force field assqmed
Inducer inlet)
Relativew
upstream
I
(zero whirl assumed
inducer inlet)
upstream
Impeller
.
V/’
A—
Inlet
-B~ c—
~’
Inducer I Impell&$
1 Axis of impeller _
—. L –~- -
(b) _ple ~ compared with example IA; impeller with
inducer vanes.
Figure 5. - Concluded. Lines of constant relative velocity
in meridional plane for axial-symmetry solution of example
I. Incompressible flow; Qz eclualto 0.3429 fsr upstream
of impeller.
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.
Relative velocltY, Q
‘E
0.75
.70
.65
Impeller tip-j
r .60/ .5
.
.
Figure 6. - Lines of constant relative veloaity in meridional plane for
axial-symmetrysolution of example II. Impeller with inducer vanes
removed and straight impeller blades extended upstream parallel to
axis of compressor. Incompressibleflow;
upstream of impeller.
~ .equaltOO.3429 far
.
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Example Veloci.tj
I
11 corrected for blade curvature by
ad~ng a tangential compcment of
velocity equal to Qz tan c
IA (Impeller with inducer vanes;
~~ k
0.70
force field assumed upstream of
inducer inlet]
FImpeller ti .60
Shroud_~ .59
1./ 040/
-- — -— _ .70 /
1’
I /’
, ,/.
.// “ 1A
.40<1.30/’7
s--n -f!—
Axis of_impeller
-K. J Y— —
Figure 7. - Relative velocities in impeller ,withoutblade
curvature corrected for impeller having blade curvature.
Incompressible flow;
of impeller.
~ equal to 0.3429 far upstream
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k-) Fa
LImpeller tip , ~
L J ..-
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MAet
.
IIIrpeJAr
.
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(a) Example IA; tipeller with Inducer vanes (force field
assumed upstream of inducer inlet).
Figure 8. - Tsngentlal. component of distributed blade force
(I%2rT)Fe for axiaPsymmetry solution of example I.
Incompressibleflow; ~ equal to 0.3429 farupstresmof
impeller.
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. Impeller tip
P
1.
Shroud= 1.>
Ilw]Fe = .3.4(JIT
y,,,\tt”.-
1
~\\\l,,- 1
!-- B~k Inducer I Impellerc—
(b) Example ~; impeller with Inducervanes (zerowhir
assumed upstream of inducer Inlet).
Figure 8. - Concluded. Tangential component of distributed
blade force (g/m2rT)F~ for axial-symmetrysolution of
example I. Incompressibleflow; C& equal to 0.3429 far
upstream of impeller.
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Axis of Impeller v
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N
N
A
-
.
- TangentI-alcomponent of distributed blade force
‘~~~”)Fe foraxid-symmetry fjolutionofexample~.
Impell$rwith inducer vanes removed and straight Impeller
blades extended upstream parallel to axis of compressor.
Incompressible flow; Qz equal to 0.3429 far upstream of
impeller.
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inducer impeller
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(a) Turninglangle A@, 0°0
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(b) Turning angle ~, 45°.
1.0
.5 “
(c) Turning angle 43, 90°0
Figure 10. - Incompressible flow between
blades of three inducers. Range of
turning angle, 0° to 90° with infinite
rates of turning. Shaded areas indicate ‘
deviation of mean streamline shape from
mean blade surface shape.
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(Qz)av= 0.3429
.,
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.3s .40 .37) ‘ .60
Radius, R
Figure 11. - Variation in
and shroud
.
+0
axial.component of velocity”between hub
at inlet for example IA.
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